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(a) Besides code commenting, explain different ways in

which a program source code can be documented.

(c) What do you mean by cohesion and coupling in a
design? Is it true that a good design should have high
coupling and low cohesion'? Explain your answer.
7

7

( b ) What are the advantages and disadvantages of formal

specification over traditional specification ? Give at
least one example for which formal specification is
desirable and another for which formal specification
is undesirable.
7

GroupB
5. (a ) What is the difference between a typeless, weakly
typed, and strongly typed programming languages?
What are the relative advantages of each? Give
examples of each type of language ?
10 ·

(c) What do you understand by the term 'top-down
decomposition' in the context of function-oriented
design?
6

(b) Explain important concepts in object-orientation
using suitable examples. What are the reasons behind
increased productivity when the object-oriented
paradigm is adopted?
10

3. (a ) What do you mean by the term 'data dictionary' in
the context of structured analysis? How is the data
dictionary useful in different phases of the life cycle
of a software product?
6

6.

(b) Draw a labelled DFD model (context diagram, level
1 diagrams, and data dictionary only) for a student
academic management software that should support
the following features :
14

(a) What is the difference between black-box and
white-box testing? Can one be used in place of
another?
7
( b ) Explain why measurement of software reliability is

a much harder problem than the measurement of
hardware ~eliability.
6

• Register students to subjects
• Award marks for subjects

( c ) Distinguish between software verification and
software validation. When are verification and
validation performed during the software life cycle?
Can one be used in place of the other?
7

• Query marks
• Print report cards
• Compute statistics of student performance.

7.

4. (a ) What do ·you understand by the term 'phase
containment of errors'. Why is it important to have
phase containment of errors ?
6

(a} List important shortcomings of LOC for use as a
software size metric. Does the function point metric
8
overcome these? Explain your answer.
( b ) List four metrics that can be determined from an

( b ) What do you understand by information hiding?

analysis of a program's source code and would
correlate well with the reliability of the delivered
software.
4

Explain why a design approach based on the
information hiding principle is ·likely to lead to a
reusable and maintainable design. illustrate your
answer with a suitable example.
7
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(c) What do you understand by software quality assurance'? How is it achieved'?
8

(Continued)
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SOFTWAREENGThffiEruNG

Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group B and AIL from Group C.
All parts of a question (a, b, etc.) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be brief and to-the-point and b~ supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer
may result in Joss of marks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.
Group A
1.

(a) Explain the following terms with respect to software
design: (i) Data design, (ii) architectural design,
and (iii) detailed design.
3x2

(b) Explain what is meant by a decision table. How is
it useful'? Also, give one example of decision table. 6

( c ) Develop a procedural design for a program that reads
text file and produces following output :
(i)

4

No. of words in the file, and

(ii) No. of characters in the file.
(TurnOver)
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(d) What is the difference between a flow chart and a
data flow diagram '?
4

GroupB

5.
2.

(a ) Define the following terms with respect to data
flow-oriented design: (i) Transform flow, and
(ii) transaction flow.
8

(a ) Describe the following debugging approaches in
brief:
10
(i)

( ii) Back tracking approach

(b) For a comput~r-based library information system,
draw the first two levels of data flow diagram.
12
3.

4.

(iii) Cause elimination approach.

(b) Describe top down and bottom up approaches of
integration testing. Give an example of each. What
are the roles of stubs and drivers in integration
10
testing'?

(a) How is the quality of a software judged? How is
software quality achieved in practice?
6
(b) Define the following terms in brief: ( i}
and ( ii ) integration testing.

~)

Brute force technique

testing.
6.

(a) What are the applications of Gantt chart and PERT

(c) Explain the iterative waterfall model of software
development with the help of a diagram.
10

diagram'? Explain the important features of these
diagrams using suitable examples.
10

(a ) What is meant by SRS document'? What are the
6
characteristics. of a good SRS document?

{b) What is meant by software maintenance? What are
the various types of maintenance'? Explain them.
10

(b) Draw a level 0 DFD of invoice creation system.
Assume the component as dealer, customer, headoffice, product file, dealer file, customer file, order
file, invoice file, stock book. You may assume any
other data, if required.
6

7. Define the following in brief in context of software
quality : {i) Integrity, (ii) usability, (iii) maintainability,
( iv) testability, ( v) portability, ( vi) reusability,
(vii) interoperability, (viii) consistency, (rr) execution
efficiency, (x) expandability.
10 x2

(i)

Data coupling

(ii)

Control coupling

8. Write short notes on any four of the following:

4x2

(c) Define the following:

(i)

Code review techniques

( ii) Software Cj)Jality management system
(iii) SEI capability maturity model

(iii) Common coupling

(iv) CASE tools

(iv l Content coupling.

( v)
S '09: 2FN: CP435/EC425 (1463)

4x5

(

2

)

Software documentation.

(Continued)
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Al!Sli<·er FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWo from Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts of a question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers
may result in loss ofmarks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification
F'igures on the right-hand side margin indicate foil marks.

Group A

1. (a) Explain the prototyping software development lifecycle model using a suitable schematic diagram.

10

(b) How is a software project planned? Briefly
exp.lairt

10

2. (a) Compare top-down and bottom-up approaches
to design.

10

(b) Explain the sequence of events that take place
when you use your ATM card to withdraw

money.

10
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3. (a) Represent the following using a decision table. There

Group B

are three types of tax-payers---male, female and
senior citizen. A male tax-payer pays I 0% tax for
income of more than Rs 1,60,000 and less than
Rs. 3,00,000. A female pays 10% tax, ifher income
is more than Rs. 1,80,000 and less than Rs.
3,00,000, and a senior citizen pays 10% tax, if his
income is more than Rs. 2,10,000 and less than
3,00,000. Ifa tax-payer income is more than 3,00,000
and less than 6,00,000, he has to pay 10% tax up to
3,00,000 + 20% tax on the income which is more
than 3,00,000. If the income is more than 5,00,000
and less than Rs.l 0,00,000, then he has to pay tax up
to income Rs. 5,00,000 + 30% tax on the income
which is more than Rs. 5,00,000. If the income is
more than Rs. 10,00,000, then a tax-payer has to
pay tax on the income up to Rs. 10,00,000 + 40%
10
tax on the income higher~ 10,00,000.

5.

5

(b) State the advantages of using high level languages
as compared to a machine language or assembly
language.

5

6. (a) State and explain concepts of object-oriented
design. What is an ·object based programming
language?
10
(b) What do you understand by 'concurrency' and
'multithreadimz' ? Give an examole of concurrencv
in an applicatioii.
•
~ 10

7. (a) <:;ompare white box testing and black box testing.

4. (a) List advantages of using structured coding. What
(b) Explain the following tenns :

(a) What is the diffe~nce between program verification
and validation.

(c) What is the difference between a strongly typed,
weakly typed and typedon language ? What are their
10
relative advantages ? Give examples of each.

(b) Explain cohesion and coupling of programs with
examples. How does this concept help design
good programs ?
10

are the advantages of structured programming ?

www.amiestudycircle.com

10

2+2+2+4

(b) What is a code metric? Explain different code
metrics.

5

(c) Design black box test cases for a function that
searches for a given number in an array of 100
numbers.

5

8. (a) Explain different software quality parameters.

(i) Software integration

10

5

(b) Explain how the cost of a software is estimated.
Give an example ofestimation.
10

(il) Software documentation

(iiz) Performance testing

(c) Write five salient requirements for obtaining ISO
9000 certification.

( iv) Reliability growth modelling.
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Time .: Three hours
Maximum Mark£: 100
Answer FNE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C.
All parts of a question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be brief and to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answers may
result in loss of marh.

Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification
Figures on the right-hand side margin indicate full marh.

Group A
1. (a) What is planned during software project planning?
Enumerate the steps through which planning is
achieved
7

(b) How is software different from a program? Write
a brief note on software crisis.

6

(c) Explain the phases in an iterative software deve7
lopment process.
2. (a) What do you mean by a good SRS? Discuss the
characteristics of a good SRS.
8
(Turn Over)
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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : I 00
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANY TWO from Group B and ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question (a, b, etc. ) should be
answered at one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented with neat sketches. Unnecessary long answer may
result in loss of markS.
Any missing Ofi wrong data may be assumed suitably
giving proper justification.
Figures o_n the right-hand side margin indicate full marks.

Group A
1. (a) What is meant by software project planning? When
does the planning activities begin and end in a software life-cycle ? List the essential activities that a
project manager undertakes during project planning. 10
(b) How does the use of information hiding help improve the readability ofprograms ? lllustrate.

5

(c) Write a brief note on software risk management
5

activities.

2. (a) What do you understand by a prototype? Explain
the merits and demerits ofprototyping over incremental enhancement ofsoftwares.

8

(b) Give an example to illustrate how Petri nets are

used for modelling ofconcurrent processes.
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·Data stores in a DFD cannot interact directly without a process existing between them'- explain.

(c)
.5'

3. (a) What is Software Requirement Specification
(SRS)? Discuss jive desirable chamcteristics of a,
goodSRS.
·
3+5

(b) Develop the complete SRS document for a Hospital
Management System. State all your assumptions. 12

(b)
(c)

What are transform analysis and transaction analysis ? Explain, with a suitable example, how transform analysis is used in structured design.
Distinguish between recursive and iterative procedun~s. Illustrate your answet using suitable ex·
·
arnples.

~V.I.

U~.l~

l.\.1~\..1.1..1.5

(b)
(c)

What are meant by statement coverage, edge coverage and condition coverage criteria in white-box
testing ? lllustrate.

(b)

How is a software failure different from a fault ?
Give an example. Hence, define software reliability
5
from probabilistic viewpoint.

(c)

What is meant by software maintenance ? Discuss
5
software maintenance activities.

5

Groupe

9. Answer the following in brief:

(b)

What do you mean by version control? Why is it
considered important in large software project?

10

10

What are meant by milestones and deliverables in
the context of software development?

4
(ii) Distinguish between looseless-coupled and tightlycoupled systems.
6

6. (a) Explain how intermediate CoCoNo provides better
estimation as compared to basic CoCoNo.

10

software <pl&litymodeb

7

(l)
Distinguish between top-down and bottom-up integration strategies.

What do you mean by side effects ofa function call?
Give examples. Discuss the effect ofduplicate code
in programming.
.
7

8. (a) What is software quality? Describe the SEI CMM

program ? How is it computed ? Illustrate the
computation using three example~ containing
(l) sequential, (il) if-then-else, and (iil) while blocks.
.l..I.V¥¥ 1..:1

5

(b) What do you understand by abstract data type
(ADT)? How has this feature been used in objectoriented system? Give example ofthis.
8

5. (a) What do you mean by cyclomatic complexities of a

;+
·nc_,orl .fn.,.. l,..,"";CI '1"\'=lth +oC"...; ....,;n '>
U. U.;)'""U
}-'U.\.J..l
•

4

advantages of using structured programming ?

8

GroupB

UJ'·u·u ~'-"

Distinguish between verification and validation.

7. (a) What is structured programming ? What are the

(c)

4. (a) Dd"'me coupling. Disc1,1ss different types of coupling. Give examples of c:ach type of coupling.

www.amiestudycircle.com
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(iii) How is software different from a program ?

(iv) What do you mean by balancing ofDFDs?
(v) State Halstead's equations for measuring the size of
a software.
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SOFfWARE ENGINEERING
Time : Three hours
Maximum Marks : 100
Answer FIVE questions, taking ANY TWO from Group A,
ANYTWofrom Group Band ALL from Group C.
All parts ofa question ( a, b, etc. ) should be
answered ai one place.
Answer should be briefand to-the-point and be supplemented
with neat sketches. Unnepessary long answer may result in
·
loss of marks.
Any missing or wrong data may be assumed suitably
· giving proper justification.
Figures on the right-hami side margin indicate full marks.

Group A
1. (a) Give an example of a software development project for which the iterative Waterfall model is not
suitable. _Briefly justify your answer.

7

(b) What do you understand by top-down and bot-

tom-tip programming ? Explain your answer using
a suitable example.

6

(c) hi a Waterfall model-based software development
project, identify five reasons as to why the customer
requirements may change after the requirements
phase is complete and the SRS document has been
7
signedoff.
2. (a) Do you agree with the following statement? 'Few,
if any, organizations in the real world are structured
in purely functional or project format.' Justify your
answer.
7
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(b) How can you compute the cyclomatic complexity

(b) What are major advantages of first constructing a
working prototype before starting to develop the
actual software ? What are the disadvantages of
this approach?

6

(c) Explain the main differences between architectural
design, high-level design, and detailed design of a
software system.

3. (a) What do you mean by a modular design? How can
you determine whether a given design is modular
or not? Explain your answer.

7

7

(b) Discuss the relative merits of formal and informal
requirements specifications.

7

(c) What is the difference between requirements analysis and specification? What is the final ou,tcome of
the requirements analysis and specification phase ?

6

4. (a) What is the difference between the functional and
non-functional requirements ofa system? Identify
at least two functional requirements of a bankATM
(Automated Teller Machine) system. Also, identify
one non-functio~ requirement for anA1M system.

10

(b) Suppose you are the project ~erofa small team

developing a business application. Assume that your
team has experience in developing several similar
products. If you are asked to make a choice·
between democratic and chief programmer team
organizations, which one would you adopt for your
team? Explain the reason behind your answer.

10

GroupB

ofa program? Explain your answer using a suitable
example. How is cyclomatic complexity useful in
program testing?

10

6. (a) Define the terms 'software reliability' and 'software
quality'. How can these be measured ?

6

(b) Distinguish between software verification and software validation. When during the software life cycle
are verification and validation performed? Can one
be used in place ofthe other?

8

(c) Identify the factors which make the measurement
of software reliability a much harder problem than
the measurement ofhardware reliability.

6

7. (a) Give meaningful examples ofeach ofthe following
types of relationships among classes in an objectoriented program. Only a class diagram and a line
4x3
of explanation is required in each case :
(l) Inheritance
(il) Association
(iil) Aggregation
(iv) Dependency.
(b) Can a program be correct and still not exhibit good
quality? Explain.
8

8. (a) Briefly explain how COCOMO can be used for
software cost estimation.

8

(b) Explain why according to the COCOMO model,

5. (a) What do you mean by the term 'software reverse

engineering' ? Why is it required? Explain different
activities undertaken durimz reverse emrineerinl!.

www.amiestudycircle.com
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when the size of a software is increased by two
times, the time to develop the product usually in~
creases by less than two times.
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(c) What do you understand by information hiding in
the context ofsoftware design? Explain why a design approach based on the information hiding principle is likely to lead to are-usable and maintainable
design. IDustrateyour answer with a suitable example. 6
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(iv)

The radial dimension ofthe spiral model does not
represent the following?
(a) Cost incurred so far
(b) Number offeatures implemented so far
(c) Progress in the implementation ofthe current
feature
(d) Number of risks that have been resolved so
far

( v)

Effort is measured using which one ofthe following
units?
(a) Persons
(b) Person-months
(c) Months
(d) Rupees

(vi)

COCOMO estimation model can be used to estimate which one ofthe following?
(a) LOC
(b) Effort
(c) Functionpoints
(d) Defect density

Group C
9. Answer all the following questions by selecting the most
20 x 1
appropriate option.
(l)

The operation phase in the Waterfall model is a synonym for which one ofthe followi~'lg phases?
(a) Coding and tmit testing phase
(b) Integration and system testing phase
(c) Maintenance phase
(d) Design phase

(iz) Which one ofthe following phases accmmts for the

maximum effort during development of a typical
commercial software?
(a) Coding
(b) Testing
(c) Designing
(d) Specification
(iiz) Which one ofthe following life cycle models lacks

the characteristics of iterative software development?
(a) Spiralmodel
(b) Prototypingmodel
(c) Classical Waterfall model
(d) Evolutionmymodel

AMIE(I) STUDY CIRCLE, SECOND FLOOR, SULTAN TOWER, ROORKEE - 247667 (UTTARAKHAND)
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(vii) If a project is already delayed, then adding man-

power to complete it at the earliest would be
(a) always counter productive.
(b) can help to a very limited extent.
(c) most effective way to tackle the situation.
(d) can cause project completion in the shortest
time.
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(viiz) Who, among the following, is a stakeholder in a

software development project ?
(a) A shareholder of the organization developing the software
(b) Any one who is interested in the software
(c) Any one who is a source of requirements for
the software
(d) Any one who might be affected by the
software.
(ix) Which one of the following is not a goal of

requirements analysis?
(a) Weed out ambiguities in the requirements
(b) Weed out inconsistencies in the requirements
(c) Weed out non-functional requirements
(d) Weed out incompleteness in the requirements
(x) The modules in a good software design should have

the following characteristics :
(a)
High cohesion, low coupling.
(b)
Low cohesion, high coupling
(c)
Low cohesion, low coupling
(d)
High cohesion, high coupling
(xi) Which one of the following is a black box testing

approach:
(a) Path testing
(b) Boundaryvaluetesting
(c) Mutation testing
(d) Branch testing.

AMIE(I) STUDY CIRCLE, SECOND FLOOR, SULTAN TOWER, ROORKEE - 247667 (UTTARAKHAND)
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(xil) Which one ofthe following can be considered as a

program validation technique :
(a) Unittesting
(b) Integration testing
(c) Code review
(d) Acceptance testing
(xiii) Alpha and Beta testing are considered to be which

one ofthe following types oftesting?
(a) Regressio~ testing

(b) Unittesting
(c) Integration testing

(d) System testing
(xiv) For a large program, which one of the following

integration testing strategyis rarely used :
(a) Big-bang
(b) Top-down
(c) Bottom-up
(d) Mixed
(xv) Which one of the following is the basic focus of

modern quality praradigms ?
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

Process assurance
Product assurance
Thorough testing
Thorough testing and rejection ofbad products
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